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Forthcoming Events

Regular Features

Other

What’s On in

If you wish to know the times of regular meetin

1 Monday
Church Stretton Flicks in the Sticks
‘Creation’ £3.50 seniors, £1.50 juniors.
Comfortable seating and refreshments
available.
7.30 CS School
See Page 38

3 Wednesday
Methodist Network Group
Brenda Alexander ‘Care not custody’
2.30 Methodist Church Hall
Long Mynd Camera Club
‘Shropshire Wildlife’ by Jim Almond
7.30pm URC Hall

5 Friday
Churches Together Prayers for Peace
in the Methodist Church. Drop in between
10am and 2.30pm Please note change of time
and venue.
See Page 43➤

8 Monday
Stretton and Shropshire Cancer Care
Marion Murdoch speaks on Complementary
Care
2.30pm Mayfair
9 Tuesday
Church Stretton Wives and Friends
Beetle Drive Everyone welcome
8.00pm Methodist Hall
Church Stretton Women’s Institute
‘Antiques’ Mary Smith. Bring your treasures.
7.15pm SHI
Engaging Issues
Review and ideas for the future
7.20 for 7.30pm URC

Photo: Yvonne Beaumont
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On in the Strettons in February

3

regular meetings of societies and groups, please consult the list of societies and their contacts in the yellow pages.

10 Wednesday
Methodist Network Group
Alison Acton – Music Therapy for Traumatised
Children
2.30 Methodist Church Hall
Flicks in the Sticks Hope Bowdler
“Last Chance Harvey“ £4.
7.30pm HB Village Hall

See Page 38

RSPB Craven Arms Branch
‘The funny side of nature photography’ talk by
Chris Wallace
7.30pm Shropshire Hills Discovery Centre

See Page 42

11 Thursday
PACT
Surgery with PC Sean Bailey, Local Police
Officer, West Mercia Police Force 4.00pm CS
Library
12 Friday
Volunteer Drop-in Session
Want to volunteer? Looking for volunteers?
Clive Leeworthy helps
10.00-12.00am CS Library
Church Stretton Senior Citizens
Talk by David Jandrell
2.30pm URC Hall

13 Saturday
Strettons Railway Society
Drop-in Day
Signal Box Project Display
10.00am-3.00pm SHI
See Page 41

14 Sunday

See Page 5

Church Stretton Methodist Church
Speaker: Rev Dr Neil Richardson. On the
Methodist Covenant. All welcome.
6.00pm CS Methodist Church

See Page 41
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CS and District Gardening Club
AGM 7.00pm. Tea/coffee 7.30pm
Countrywomen’s Guild
‘Colour in your Garden’ by John Fannin
“An Overworked Aga – How not to run a B & B”, 8.00pm SHI
Hazi Wallace
2.15pm Parish Centre
24 Wednesday
Methodist Network Group
All Stretton Women’s Institute
Women’s World day of Prayer Preparation Led
‘Role of the High Sheriff’ by Ann Gee
by Stella Jandrell
7.30pm AS Village Hall
2.30 Methodist Church Hall

16 Tuesday

17 Wednesday
Methodist Network Group
Father Ambrose
2.30 Methodist Church Hall

Rotary Thanks for Life Week
Rotary Club Open Meeting:
7.00pm for 7.30 Longmynd Hotel

Long Mynd Camera Club
Chairman’s Evening. Norman Axtell
˙40 years of slides – end of an era’
7.30pm URC Hall

26 Friday
Church Stretton Senior Citizens
Alan Mileson on Allotments
2.30pm URC Hall

18 - 20th Thursday -Saturday
AS Am Dram & Social Society
‘Dame McBetty - the Scottish Pantomime’ £4
(£2.50 children), from Burway Books and John
Thomas
2.00pm and 7.30pm AS Village Hall

27 Saturday
CS Amnesty International group
Ceilidh with The Compost Band
7.00pm. SHI.

See Page 21

19 Friday
Rotary Thanks for Life Week
Quiz Night Tickets £3 per person
7.30pm SHI
See Page 37

20 Saturday
RSPB Craven Arms Branch
Wildlife walk in Mortimer Forest
10.00am Black Pool car park
See Page 42

Ticklerton Folk Dance
8.00 pm till late Ticklerton Village Hall

22 Monday

Shropshire Ornithological Society
John Tucker “The Tales Trees can Tell Us”
Visitors £2
7.30pm Methodist Church Hall

23 Tuesday

PACT
Surgery with PC Sean Bailey, Local Police
Officer, West Mercia Police Force
10.00am – 12 Noon Mayfair

See Page 37

See Page 21

CS Inner Wheel
Charity Concert with ‘Jigsaw’ £7
7.30pm CS School

See Page 35

All Stretton Village Hall
Quiz Evening. To book table phone Pat on
722259. 7.30pm AS Village Hall

See Page 8

1 Monday
Church Stretton Flicks in the Sticks
‘Bright Star’ £3.50 seniors, £1.50 juniors.
Comfortable seating and refreshments
available.
7.30 CS School
See Page 38

2 Tuesday
Mayfair Afternoon Tea Entertainment
‘Over the Borders’ with the Templetons.
2.15pm for 2.30pm
See Page 17

3 Wednesday
Long Mynd Camera Club
Club Competition 4 Subject ‘Together’
7.30pm URC Hall

StRETTON FOCUS

CS United Reform Church
Anniversary Service guest preacher Revd John
Marsh,
10.30am URC

CS and District Flower Club
Outing to the Silk Flower Outlet, Ruckley.
Contact Lynn Ross 723083

FEBRUARY 2010

Church Stretton Tennis Club
Quiz evening with Ken Willis
7.30pm SHI

15 Monday
Shropshire Literary Society
‘Meals in literature’ by Mary Smith
7.30pm CS Library

15/1/10 12:05:08
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The Road to Morocco
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N

ineteen students, two teachers and 18 months to
raise £1,400 each for the trip of a lifetime. Planning
started in the spring of 2008 for Church Stretton
School’s expedition to Morocco. At the beginning and on our
first training days, Marrakech seemed a million miles away.
A lot of hard work, time and effort were needed to meet our
target. We did hours of baby sitting, we plucked chickens,
we bag-packed in supermarkets and we baked cakes. Finally,
with a little help from the team at Outlook Expeditions, we
got there! Expectations were high on Sunday 19th October
2009 as we assembled the team and got ready for departure.
Ahead of us lay 12 days of adventure and challenge. We
were split into two teams, one with Mr Tilson and the other
with Mrs Hill, and each team had an instructor; Lorraine
with group one and Paul with group two. We all assembled
at Shrewsbury Station, said our goodbyes and boarded the
London train. Moving along corridors and platforms with a
20 kilo pack was quite a challenge!
After a night in Holland Park Hostel (and a huge
breakfast!) we took the tube to Heathrow and caught our
flight to Marakech. One surprise stop in Casablanca and
then there we were. Marrakech is certainly very different
to Shrewsbury. We spilled into our hotel, just off the main
square with a great view of the nightlife around the souks.
Early next morning the groups divided and headed off on
the first stage of their adventures. Each group would spend
five days trekking by mule train up through the foothills of
the Atlas mountains, camping at altitude (our base camp was
at 3200 metres) and attempting to reach the summit of Jebel
Toubkal – the highest peak in the High Atlas. Summit day
needed a 4.30 am start – heading off by torchlight through
the high mountain passes and approaching the summit as
dawn broke over the mountain tops. A light dusting of snow
and bitter winds welcomed us to the roof of Morocco. Elated
from our success we later trekked down to a typical Berber
refuge at Armound for hot bowls of spicy soup, flatbreads
and vegetable tagine.
A long journey through the Moroccan countryside led us
to the fringes of the Sahara desert and our second trek. This
was to be four days exploring the Sahara Desert by camel
caravan. We overnighted at a typical Bedouin settlement with
mud huts and woven roofs before packing up our camels
and heading into the desert to wild camp with our cook and
camel guides. Endless dunes and searing temperatures make
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the Western Sahara a magical place and
a total contrast to the Atlas Mountains.
We slept under the stars and watched
the vast African skies turning to flame
at sunset. Spectacular!
Our two teams were reunited for
a final evening in Marrakech, a chance
to get clean, swap stories, shop in the
souks, relive the highs and lows and
to reflect all that we had achieved. We
had an amazing time, we each had our
personal challenges, teamwork got us
through. We learned so much about
Morocco, the Berber culture and also
about ourselves. We gained a lot from
our experiences; we learned to lead,
to support, to pull together, to push
ourselves and to stretch our limits. We
stood as a team on top of the highest
mountain in North Africa with all of the
world at our feet. We learned to love our

camels (well almost!).
We all recognise that this trip would not have been
possible without the help of both Mr Tilson and Mrs Hill.
Our thanks go to the team at Outlook and to our guides
and muleteers in Morocco. This truly was a life changing
experience, one that none of us will ever forget.
To sum up in the phrases of Ibrahim and Mohammad
(our Berber guides) it was AWESOME! and LUBBLY
JUBBLY! ….. but it was also everything we dreamed it
would be – and more.

Thank You

Berry’s
Berry’s mulled wine and mince pies in The Square on
Christmas Eve raised £400, shared between Longmynd
Adventure Camp and Sandy Gall’s Afghanistan Appeal (for
prosthetic limbs for Afghan children).
Thank you everybody, and Happy New Year!
John Gott
Church Stretton Day Opportunities
The staff and service users at Church Stretton Day
Opportunities for Adults with Learning Disabilities would
like to thank everyone who contributed to their recent
Christmas Fayre, especially to local businesses who very kindly
gave generous donations to the raffle. A total of over £300 was
raised which has gone into the day service Comforts Fund.
This will be used for workshops, day trips etc during 2010.
Thank you once again and a Happy New Year!

Trivia Corner No 75 by Ken Willis

1. Who was the first British monarch to appear on a
banknote?
2. Which animal features on the World Wild Life
Fund logo?
3. A short poem which is alliterative and very difficult
to say is called a …….what?
4. What do we call a signed document in support of a
particular action?
5. Which American state is named after a former
President?

15/1/10 12:05:09

URC 150th Birthday

O

ur local United Reformed Church (formerly
Congregational) is 150 years old on St Valentine’s Day.
In 1860, Queen Victoria was on the throne and Albert
the Prince Consort was still alive. On Tuesday 14th February
that year in Church Stretton, seven people covenanted to
form a ‘Church in Christ’ under the auspices of Castle
Gate Church in Shrewsbury. The seven names are recorded
on a brass plaque: John Jenkins, Catherine Jones, George
Jones, Jasper Jones, Richard Jones, Mary Lester and Edward
Lewis. Another plaque tells us that Miss J Jasper Jones
‘who was connected with this Church from its foundation’
died in 1958, aged 99. But sadly we don’t know any other
descendants of the original seven members and we would be
delighted if any Focus reader can give us information.
Services were held in inconvenient places until the
church building was opened on 29th May 1866. A gift of
£295 covered the purchase of land, and the building itself
cost ‘a little over £1,000’. The Church Stretton fellowship
was supported to some extent by Churches in Shrewsbury
and elsewhere, but our tiny local group must have had huge
faith to take on this commitment. We read that Church
membership fluctuated and that in 1886 the fellowship
had debts of about £500 which were cleared after efforts by
friends in Shrewsbury.
A small history booklet was produced for the centenary
in 1960. A more substantial account of the last 50 years has
been written by John Voller and will be available for sale

after the 150 years
celebrations have
taken place.
This year 14th
February conveniently
falls on a Sunday
when there will be a
10.30am Anniversary
Service with guest
preacher the Revd John Marsh, our Assembly Moderator.
(For those not acquainted with the URC hierarchy, our
Assembly Moderator is broadly equivalent to the Archbishop
of Canterbury in the Anglican Communion). At this service
we expect to be joined by our friends from All Stretton LEP
and following the service there will be a church lunch - for
which booking is necessary.
On Saturday 13th March there will be an evening
concert in the church, given by the More Singers, with
refreshments in the Hall.
On Saturday 22nd to Monday 24th May we have a
Flower Festival and exhibition of memorabilia. Also on
Saturday 22nd May there will be an evening concert by
Barrie Mackay and friends.
On Sunday 23rd May we will have Celebratory Worship
at 3pm, followed by tea in the Hall, to which all local people
are invited. Hopefully some of the previous Ministers, and
many of our regular ‘visiting’ preachers (URC, Anglican,
Methodist and Baptist) will join us for this occasion.
Passers-by in 2006 will have noticed building work at the
URC. For years the building had been desperately needing
improvement, but the Church Elders felt that heavy expense
could only be justified if the church building could be
made attractive for community use. So new entrances were
provided to both church and vestry, a new toilet block was
built, better heating was installed and the old wooden pews
were replaced by comfortable chairs. Happily the investment
has proved worthwhile because no longer is the building
used on Sundays only, but frequently on weekdays too.
We are looking forward to our 150th Anniversary and
we welcome all those who wish to celebrate with us.
Gill Jackson, Church Secretary
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cutting material and should be rooted in a
gritty compost. Tomato seed can be sown
in a propagator to raise plants for a cool
greenhouse.
Fruit
There is still time to prune soft fruit bushes and canes
so making them ready for new growth. Spread any available
compost or manure as a valuable mulch around soft fruit
bushes and over rhubarb crowns.
Our next meeting is on February 23rd when Mr. John
Fannin, a Horticultural Lecturer, consultant and local radio
broadcaster, will be talking about ‘Colour in your Garden’.
Note that this meeting will commence at 7 pm. with our
AGM (usually only lasting 20 minutes), followed by coffee
and the talk at 8 p.m.
Church Stretton & District Gardening Club
[EDITORS: We are grateful to the Gardening Club that
they have found someone to continue this popular column]

StRETTON FOCUS

General
Although weather remains wintry with cold winds and
frosts, it will be noticeable that daylight is lengthening and
with bright spells, an encouraging spring like feel is possible.
Place cloches in position on prepared ground and peg
down several layers of fleece on your patch earmarked for
early sowing of vegetable seed.
Make sure that pots and seed trays are clean and
sterilized using a weak solution of Jeyes fluid.
Greenhouse
Ventilate when possible, water sparingly, keep insulation
in position.
Seed potatoes can be set up in trays, eyes upper most.
Many varieties of vegetable seeds can be sown; leeks in
particular appreciate an early start. Sow broad beans for
planting out at the end of the month, sweet peas not raised
earlier can be sown now using the very deep ‘root a pots’, but
take measures to deal with mice!
Chrysanthemum and dahlia plants should be providing

FEBRUARY 2010

Gardening in February
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Parents’ Corner
The Joy of February for Children…

F

Photo Quiz - Where is it?

Last Month’s Photo

Answer in next month’s Focus

The answer to January’s
teasing photograph is
outside Victoria House,
Church Stretton. Before
the frost and snow

StRETTON FOCUS
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between them. Give each child a
fish name - cod, haddock, plaice,
salmon and shark. Tell a story of how the fish left the
harbour (the gap in your circle outlined by the newspapers
is the harbour entrance). Call one of the types of fish.
These children walk out through the newspapers (the
harbour entrance) and go for a swim by walking clockwise
round the circle. You are in charge of the forthcoming
events so if the tide turns they must change direction, if a
storm hits they must run. When you shout ‘Shark Attack!’
all the sharks can freely leave the circle and try to catch the
fish. All the fish, however, have to return via the harbour
entrance. Any fish that are caught will become sharks for
the next attack.
Newspaper Race
Give each child two newspaper pages. The children
should stand next to each other. Ask the children to stand
on one piece of newspaper and put the other directly in
front of them on the floor. Set a goal in the room for the
children to reach. The catch is that they must get there by
always standing on a piece of newspaper. This means that
they will have to keep picking up and re-placing one piece
whilst standing on the other. The winner is the first to
reach the goal.

FEBRUARY 2010

ebruary can be a bleak month for children – the
excitement of Christmas all gone, cold, wet, gloomy
weather, short days and Spring seeming a very long
way off… So here are some fun games that children can
enjoy no matter what’s going on outside – with, of all things,
a newspaper!
Often referred to as
tomorrow’s chip paper,
newspapers can serve a
much more functional
and fun purpose when
children are feeling
bored. Cheap and easy
to get hold of, you can’t
go wrong trying one of
these games.
Islands
This works best
with a larger group of
children but all you
need is newspaper and
music! You could even
play it with a group of
older children or adults!
You need a sheet of newspaper for every five players
(although one or two extra won’t hurt for larger groups),
spread around the room. Ideally, there should be a reasonable
amount of space between each sheet. This game is similar
to musical chairs, except that whenever the music stops,
everyone has to stand on a bit of the newspaper. Anyone not
standing on newspaper after a few seconds (or failing that,
the last person to get on the newspaper) is considered out they can then help with judging the next rounds.
Every couple of rounds, you can either take away one
sheet of newspaper or tear half off each sheet. If the children
didn’t know each other before they started playing, they
certainly will by the end!
Dressing Up
Provide newspaper, sticky tape and scissors (supervision
will be required). If you have more than one child, separate
into pairs so that one child of each pair is the mannequin
to be dressed by the other. If you are entertaining one child
you are going to have to find a volunteer (or brave the part
yourself!) to be dressed up. You might like, especially with
larger groups or with older children, to specify a theme
in advance or have winners of different categories – the
most original or lifelike. A slight variation of this game is
‘mummies’. No explanation needed there!
Newspaper Quiz
Get several duplicate copies of a paper or magazine.
Prepare a series of questions relating to the contents of the
paper, suitable for the age of participants (this would really
be appropriate for the over 7s). Divide the children into
teams of about three or four. Ask the questions one at a time
- the first team to provide the answer wins a point, the team
with most points at the end is the overall winner.
A note about winners - my mum used to have a big tin of
sweets and the winner had first choice, but everyone else had a
sweet too to avoid flagging spirits and disappointment.
Shark Attack
Get the children to form a circle but place two
newspapers close together in the circle with a slight gap

15/1/10 12:05:12
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Tuesday Age Concern
Day Centre

Once in a Blue Moon

F

orecasting, or predicting, is either a science or an art
depending upon your point of view, and evidence
n 15th December, the Day Centre
exists of people making predictions well into prehad their Christmas Lunch at the Longville Arms. It history. Stonehenge is not alone to be thought by many
was a wonderful day with a delicious meal and very as some sort of calculator, or predictor. The regular but
welcoming hosts as usual.
changing patterns in the movement of the sun, moon, stars
One of the main events of the day was to make a
and planets almost certainly led to the creation of calendars
presentation to Jean Morgan who has been our organiser
and clocks. Phrases we use to-day express the degree of
since 1983 and has now decided to retire due to ill health.
credibility given to predictions and forecasts. ‘Pigs might fly’
She will still be coming to the Centre and we have given her expresses total disbelief in a prediction whereas a ‘Red Letter
the position of Hon. President to make sure of that! Jean
Day’ was marked in medieval calendars in red capital letters.
has been the mainstay of our Centre for 26 years and given
‘Once in a Blue Moon’ implies that something hardly, if
unselfishly of her time towards making a success of our
ever, happens. But it did. For those of you who thought you
Tuesday get-togethers. We wish her well and hope to see her were seeing a Pink Elephant on New Years Eve may well have
back at the centre after the New Year.
witnessed the Blue Moon on that crisp, brightly lit return
from your revelries. A full moon happens roughly every 29.5
days so every now and then there are two full moons in the
same month, the second one is called a Blue Moon. On New
Years Eve, there was also a partial lunar eclipse. I predict that
the next Blue Moon will be in August 2012. If you want to
find out more about celestial happenings, visit the website
at www.starsinyourskies.org, contact me (email enquiries@
starsinyourskies.co.uk ), come to the meeting at the National
Trust Pavilion on 19th March at 7.00pm, or phone 01694
722631.
Richard Hickman

O

More Singers

S

aturday March 13th at 7.30 pm,
URC Church, Church Stretton.
The More Singers, with organ soloist Richard
On Friday 18th December, the Longville Arms organised Walker, celebrate the church’s 150th anniversary with a
a charity quiz evening and designated us as their charity. It
concert featuring the music and verse of the Wesley family,
was a great evening and we were presented with £130 as a
and especially the compositions of Samuel Sebastian Wesley,
result. We would like to thank Jill and Arthur Livingstone
born 200 years ago in 1810.
for their generosity and hard work organising the event and
The concert will also be performed in St Cuthbert’s
also for everyone who supported the evening. It is much
Church, Clungunford, on Tuesday March 9th at 8 pm.
appreciated.
For general information, the new organiser is Mrs Zena
Palmer who can be contacted on 01694 723564
Brenda Grant
ll Stretton Village Hall is holding a Quiz Evening on

StRETTON FOCUS FEBRUARY 2010

All Stretton Quiz Evening

What’s that Book?
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by Anne Walters

A

Saturday 27th February at 7.30pm.
Teams of four - six people. The cost is £2 per
person.
Please bring your own food and drink.
For more information and to book a table please phone
Pat on 722259.

Book Sale Apology

T

Answer on page 18

he organisers of the Grand Half-Price Book Sale,
that was to have been held on Saturday 16th January,
have asked The Editors to print this apology.
The event had to be cancelled, at relatively short
notice, due to unforeseen circumstances. Whilst every
effort was made to ensure that sufficient warning was
given, it is possible that some people might not have been
aware and arrived at the Silvester Horne Institute on that
day.
There will be more book events for your delight, in the
future.
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Church Stretton Town Council - Community Matters

Are You Interested in
Websites?

A

re you looking to develop your
internet and website skills, and help
our community at the same time? If so, the Town
Council is seeking a volunteer to join its website team.
To meet their commitment to maintaining the profile
of Church Stretton and the surrounding area, the Council
is looking for a volunteer with an interest in developing
our internet presence by helping to source and input
information to the website. Apart from keeping pages for
local organisations and activities current, other likely tasks
include the completion of the sport and leisure section and
the possible inclusion of buildings of historical interest.
Furthermore, we are investigating the upgrading of the
website, and are developing requirements for a new version
of the site which, if it proceeds, could be operational this
year. This would make the website more interactive and
capable of supporting our community in a more intuitive
way, for all.
Visit the Church Stretton Town website www.churchstretton.co.uk - to see the vast amount of
facts and information already available.
If you like contact with people and working on websites,
you will not find work on the Town website onerous. You
would receive full support and we can arrange training
sessions if necessary.
Please call the Council Office between 10.00am and
12 noon on weekdays on 01694 722113 or send an e-mail
to secretary@churchstretton-tc.gov.uk.

StRETTON FOCUS
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minimise light pollution and disturbance to residents.
Emergency Planning
The Town Council has agreed to join with the Church
Stretton Health and Social Care Group in producing an
emergency plan. This will tackle how to deal locally with
such emergencies as epidemics, severe weather etc.
Regular meetings with local Police
These have been set up as regular quarterly meetings
throughout 2010 in order to improve communication
between the Council and local police.
Planning Issues
Full details of decisions and current planning
applications can be viewed in the Council Office window
at 60 High Street and on the Town Council website (www.
churchstretton.co.uk) or at www.shropshire.gov.uk
Mrs Christine Harvey, Town Clerk
Cllr Tom Beaumont, Town Councillor

FEBRUARY 2010

Conservation Area Report
A report had been commissioned by SSDC in early 2009
and has now been received. As the Town Council was not
sure how this document fits into the new Shropshire Council
(SC) structure it was agreed to seek clarification of the status
of this report with SC, as it was commissioned by SSDC and
ask them how they are intending to take it forward.
Local Joint Committee
The Town Council has applied for funding for the Mark
3 Website and assistance towards installing the time panel
and town plaques.
Consultations
The Town Council has recently responded on various
consultations from Shropshire Council including:
• Rural Community Engagement: Hubs and
Clusters of Sustainable Communities
• SC Urban Speed Limit Policy and Rural Speed
Limit Policy
• SC review of election fees
• SC Parking Strategy for Shropshire
Fly tipping and dog mess
This is a continuing problem which will be discussed
by the LJC at their next meeting. The Town Clerk is also
meeting with SC officers to discuss this matter.
10:10 Campaign
The Town Council has signed up to this Government
initiative and has started to look at ways to reduce its carbon
footprint.
New Play Area on Richard Robinson field
Following a well-attended public meeting at the junior
school, at which the three preferred tenders were looked
at and opinions requested, the preferred scheme has been
chosen and work should now be well underway on Phase 1
(8-13 year old area). This phase is due to be completed by
the end of March and then Phase 2 - planting/landscaping
- will be carried out. Funding will then be sought for the
final phase, the toddler area. Many thanks go to the group
of mothers who instigated this scheme and have worked
tirelessly towards this point for the past 18+ months and
also to all the children who have voiced their preferences and
have had a big input into this project.
2010/11 Budget Estimates
By the time this report is published, the Town Council
will have finalised its budget estimates for 2010/11 and full
details will appear in leaflet form to pick up from the TC
offices, on the website and in a future editions of Focus. At
the time of writing, it is hoped to keep the increase down to
approximately 1.9%.
Burway safety issues
The Town Council is in discussions with SC and the
National Trust regarding the best way to improve the safety
of vehicles using the Burway
Flood Forum
The Town Council continues to be represented on
this forum which is looking at how best to manage the
risk of flooding to Church Stretton and Craven Arms.
Unfortunately, to date, no representative from Severn Trent
has been present at the meetings and this is felt to be very
unfortunate as ST is a vital cog in the wheel.
Light pollution at All Stretton
The Council was pleased to learn that the external
lighting at the new nursing home is now being turned off at
9.30pm and some of the lights have been shaded in order to
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Mayfair News
The Day the Circus Came to Town

Mayfair Youth Activities in 2010
Thanks to partnership with South
Shropshire Youth Forum, support from the
Shropshire Youth Service and our final year of funding from
Children in Need, Mayfair re-opened for activities for young
people on Wednesday January 13th. There will be three sessions
for young people each week during term time. There will be an
open session on Wednesdays from 3.30 – 6.00pm, with IT ,
activity room and art and craft club. This will be staffed by Ed
Toon, Mayfair youth worker, and Adrian Mendola, Connections
Officer from the Youth Service. Adrian will be available to help
people with advice on training and work. We will also be running
a community project called REACH on Wednesdays from
6-9pm for young people who want to get involved in designing,
organising and running an event or activity which will benefit the
community. This will be run by Jo Alka of the South Shropshire
Youth Forum. Jo will also be running a session on Friday
evenings from 3.30-7.00pm, where young people can come and
use the facilities upstairs and also get involved in an information
project if they wish. The information project is called SPIN and
it is about young people identifying an issue relevant to them,
researching it and then passing on this information to other
young people either by producing some written material, holding
a workshop or event etc.
‘Over the Borders’ at Mayfair
Following the three very successful tea concerts held in
the Autumn of 2009, we are providing further afternoon tea
This year the Day Care Christmas Party at Mayfair had entertainment in the early Spring of this year.
On Tuesday, 2nd March, Hilary and Ian Templeton will
the original theme of the ‘circus’. The Jubilee room, with the
help of balloons and good simple ideas, was transformed into be presenting a new screen show at Mayfair to raise funds
a Big Top. The audience around the central ring enjoyed the for the Centre as well as their own favoured charity, Air
Ambulance. Described as ‘Over the Borders, Audio Visual
clowning, plate spinning and rope tricks of a professional
Adventures in Wales and Scotland,’ it will depict exciting new
circus act (along with dogs). For this part of the party, the
clients of Day Care were joined by children from the crèche views of the quality always expected from the Templetons,
together with background music and their own commentary.
and anyone in Mayfair who could get a view!
At 2.15pm for a 2.30pm start, it will be followed by
tea and cake for £3.50 per head. Tickets will be available in
advance from the Mayfair Reception.
To find out more about any of the activities at Mayfair, just
call into the centre or phone Nicola on 01694 722077.

December Weather
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Well, we certainly had a cold December! The
mean temperature was only 36.56F which is the
lowest since 1996. Last year it was 38.31F, which
was itself a new record - quite a difference. The
month was interrupted by the occasional wet day which
meant we had only a maximum run of five consecutive dry
days against eleven last year. We have had a record of 21 air
frosts, however the total of 22 ground frosts was still beaten
by last year’s 24 days. Only the first few days of the month
were warmer, then the cold weather set in and had not let
In addition there were sing-alongs with a ukulele band
up. Maximum temperature was a balmy 53F on the 5th,
and piano as well as a circus-themed quiz. (Do you know
minimum was 17.6F on the 19th. Grass minimum was
what a funambulist is?)
16.7F the same night.
The Day Care staff and helpers, as usual, disguised all
Most rain/snow fell on the 29th when we had .54in
their hard preparation work by joining in the fun. They had
(just
over half-an-inch), but also .50in (half-an-inch)
taken the opportunity to raid everything from a daughter’s
on
Christmas
Day. In other words those two days alone
pyjama trousers and a husband’s strange rugby socks to hats
accounted
for
nearly half the month’s rainfall. Snow fell and
from ‘heaven-knows-where’ in order to enter the circus spirit.
settled
only
one
day but was present on the hills for seven
One regular client remarked to another afterwards, “That
days,
the
Burway
Road being closed for most of the time: in
was brilliant!” The reply was, “But Day Care is as good as the
spite
of
this
several
motorists tried to get up or down and one
circus all the year round because it is always so much fun!”
Land Rover was abandoned for three days after Christmas.
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Letters
something that lets us view the events of
our lives in a new light. Keats discovered
this on reading Chapman’s translation
of Homer, opening his eyes to the real
power and content of the text.
As I move through what may seem to some as the arcane
by-ways of the theology of many faiths I find that they all
have the same truths expressed in different forms. Reading
them in this way has brought a new life to these truths,
especially as they occur in our own faith.
Perhaps the most important of these truths is the
Golden Rule that we should love God, and our neighbours
as ourselves. It is often forgotten that learning to love
ourselves and our actions is the most difficult part of the
rule. Following this rule our spiritual practice should become
a way of life. This often means following the middle way,
avoiding extremist actions. We can be helped to follow the
moderate path by the way that we read the ‘holy’ texts. Some
see them as an instruction manual to be taken literally, others
as an allegorical guide to the way that we lead our lives.
By trying to make all our actions an offering to God we
learn to focus on the task and avoid distractions. This helps
to change the emphasis of our lives away from ourselves and
towards others. Going with the flow of life is preferable to
battling against the tide and if we keep the flow of our lives
along the path of faith we come closer to the truth. Faith is not
the only ‘realm of gold’ that we travel in and we should have
balance in our lives. We could do worse than follow the maxim
of Epicurus that we should take pleasure in small things.
Trevor Southee
The Burway Coach and the Union Workhouse
I am told that the Burway coach (Old Times in Stretton’s
Wild West January 2010) was sold to a Romany family who
had it converted to a caravan by a Mr Furber of Coleham,
Shrewsbury, about a hundred years ago,
In response to the request for information about the
Church Stretton Union Workhouse (January 2010 issue),
that hardly any photos of the Workhouse remain is not
surprising, because to have a relative there was a terrible
disgrace; worse than prison or the asylum. Inmates were
separated, husband from wife, mother from child, in
terrible conditions of semi-starvation and cruel hard labour
for life, their only crime being poverty, unemployment or
Discussing Controversial Topics
Two sentences from January’s Focus may be relevant as we homelessness. Death came to most as a blessed relief, with
pauper burials conducted at night, and up to twenty bodies
discuss controversial topics in your letters columns: “Living
interred in a communal unmarked grave.
as part of a community where people hold different views is
Tramps were admitted for one night only, having walked
both enriching and challenging” and “Listen to each other in
humility and understanding.” In that spirit we may recognise or ‘tramped’ from the next Union Workhouse on a circular
route that took in Wales, Hereford, Worcester and the
that others have different political, religious, scientific and
Midlands: a dreary round of begging, breaking stone and
social views from our own, and accept that eg scientists,
being shaved for lice and fleas.
humanists, vegetarians and evolutionists may also happen
The workhouse system was the result of the 1834 Poor
to be honest and worthy citizens of this town. That way we
may avoid phrases such as ‘extreme green lefties’, ‘the climate- Law Amendment Act, and continued until the 1930s, with
numbers declining as the Old-Age Pension made it possible
change lobby’, ‘pseudo-scientists’, ‘the veggie lobby’ and ‘an
Orwellian society’. I was particularly amused by that last one, for the elderly to avoid the Union.
WF Kerswell
having attended a lecture given by that notorious leftie.
David Hughes

Climate Change – a scientist’s view
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How naïve can you be? For years I have believed that
the people guilty of manipulating facts about climate change
were oil companies, airlines and others who have a vested
interest in denying its existence so they can continue to sell
their products. Now, A F Kerswell (Focus, January) explains
that it’s not big business doing the manipulating; it’s the
scientists exaggerating it all to further their ‘lucrative careers’.
(Has he any idea how little most scientists earn?) And worse,
even after decades of study, they still don’t even understand
what’s going on, and need Mr Kerswell to explain it.
A few facts: atmospheric scientists know that water
vapour is the major greenhouse gas. The greenhouse effect
that it helps to cause is not new – it’s been around for
hundreds of millions of years; without it the Earth would
be freezing cold. What is new is what is properly called
the Enhanced Greenhouse Effect (EGE), caused by the
release by human activity of other greenhouse gases, notably
carbon dioxide (CO2) whose concentration increased from
281 to 385 parts per million between 1800 and 2008.
The concentrations are not large but the proportionate
increase is – and CO2 is a powerful greenhouse gas. The
‘pseudo-scientists’ also know that, as the sea warms up, more
water vapour will enter the atmosphere and increase the
EGE – this is an example of one of the positive feedback
mechanisms that are so worrying
The ‘pseudo-scientists’ know that the last decade has
been the warmest since records began. They know this not
from looking at a few marrows but from a comprehensive
programme of temperature measurements from land, sea
and the atmosphere that has been going on for more than a
century. They know that 1998 was warmer than 2007, but
they also know the reason why – in 1998 there was a strong El
Niño event that caused a warm year. To add to the evidence of
warming they can see the disappearance of the Arctic sea ice.
Scientists have never predicted that temperature will rise
uniformly, but that there will be a general warming trend on
which short-term fluctuations will be superimposed. June is
usually warmer than March; if one day in June turned out to
be cooler than one day in March, would Mr Kerswell argue
that summer is cooler than spring?
Dr Michael Price

An Alternative View

“Much have I travelled in the realms of gold.” These
words of John Keats can be a good description of our lives.
We all have golden periods in our lives, some more than
others, although many are only recognised in retrospect.
This is the essence of Keats’ poem, that we come across
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Answer to “What’s that Book?” Quiz
on page 8 is
David Copperfield
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Catholic Voice

News from Rushbury School

The Catholic Women’s League
In January 2009, a group of local women
started a Catholic Women’s League section in
Church Stretton. The League was founded in 1906 by
Margaret Fletcher, and this organisation has grown into
a large membership with branches in this country and
throughout the world.
I went along to the initial meeting, where the President
and Treasurer of the Shrewsbury branch gave us a talk. The
League is concerned with caring for others, organising fund
raising for charities and helping with local events. This
gives women the opportunity of friendship and fun whilst
raising monies for different charities. To my surprise I was
nominated Chairman, Ann Lee Correspondence Secretary
and Margaret Lockhart our Treasurer. We meet on the
second Wednesday of the month following the morning
Mass at St. Milburga’s.
Occasionally, we have visiting speakers, together with
social events or we have arranged visits to other CWL
sections. We have also combined with the Mothers’ Union
group of Bishops Castle and enjoyed talks at Lydbury North
Church and St Walburga’s Church, Plowden, followed by a
shared buffet.
We worked hard at the Parish Summer Fete and
provided refreshments to celebrate the First Holy
Communion of some young parishioners. Other members
attended the CWL National Pilgrimage to Westminster
and met the new Archbishop, Vincent Nichols. Later in the
summer we made a pilgrimage to Belmont Abbey, Hereford.
We’ve met some amazing Christian women who give
their time and work hard to support their local communities.
It’s reassuring to know in today’s world people do care and
want to help each other in practical and spiritual ways.
This year has been a steep learning curve with many
obstacles to overcome, among them a place to meet. But
thank God, we’ve muddled through.
I’m grateful to all our members. They’ve each
contributed so much to the group. (I have been so thankful
for Ann Lee in particular.)
It’s been fun making new friends, and hopefully our new
group will continue to grow, and become more involved
with our parish, and in other local organisations in the
coming year.
Lynda Butler

very school has to undergo
regular inspection from
Ofsted. The report for the
recent visitation to Rushbury
School from one of their inspectors
is available on the Ofsted website.
While such a visitation can be quite
an anxious time for all involved with the life of the School
we are pleased to report that the overall outcome for the
School was good.
Ofsted have recently revised their methods for reviewing
the work of a school. Our inspector also underwent
assessment by a colleague from Her Majesty’s Inspectorate
(HMI), so the process was very thorough.
The pupils made a great impression on the inspector
and he was particularly impressed with their behaviour and
willingness to work hard. Some aspects of the school were
evaluated as outstanding including the pupils’ behaviour and
the extent to which they felt safe. The effectiveness of the
care, support and guidance for learning for all pupils and
particularly those with special educational needs was also
considered to be outstanding.
The brunt of such a visitation is always taken by the
Headteacher. Mr Spreadborough was ably supported by his
staff, parents and most notably the pupils. We would like to
offer our thanks to the parents who completed and returned
questionnaires and met with the inspector. We are also
grateful for the close links that we have with Little Acorns,
the nursery on site and the links with the village and the
wider community especially through the local churches.
Mr Spreadborough and all the staff are to be applauded
for their success and hard work in making Rushbury School
such a special place to learn. We can now look forward to the
Statutory Inspection of Anglican Schools (SIAS) visitation
in the near future – this is the complementary visit from
the Church of England given the link with the Diocese as a
voluntary controlled church school.
Aiden Foster, Chair
On behalf of the Governors
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O

n Sunday 7th March the Friends of Rushbury
School will be in Church Stretton once again
selling garden manure in order to raise funds for
Rushbury School. We are very grateful for the support that
we have received from local people for many years now,
and this event has become our major fundraiser. This year
the cost is £2.00 per wheelbarrow; larger amounts are also
available, please ring to discuss. To place your order please
telephone Angela Woodcock on 01694 724528.

All Stretton
Panto
‘Dame McBetty – the Scottish Pantomime’
The All Stretton Amateur Dramatic and Social Society
presents its annual Pantomime on February 18th, 19th
and 20th. Performances will be held at 2pm (matinee) on
Saturday, and 7.30pm on all three days. Tickets cost £4
adult, £2.50 children and are available from John Thomas
and Burway Books.
Further information is available from Iris Lloyd on 723143
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hurch Stretton Amnesty
International group are hosting a
Ceilidh on Saturday 27th February.
The Compost Band from Worcester
will get your feet tapping to traditional Scottish and Irish
tunes and the caller will ensure that everyone can join in the
dances. The emphasis is on fun for all, so come along!
Tickets are £8 (children £4) and include buffet
refreshments. The evening starts at 7pm at the Silvester
Horne Institute, Church Stretton.
Tickets on sale at Berry’s Coffee House, High Street,
Church Stretton or ring David Owen 01694 722525

Rushbury School Muck Lug

FEBRUARY 2010

Dance to a Live Band!

E
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Morning After Run/Walk

A

very sunny but freezing New Year’s morning in
Church Stretton witnessed 302 runners, walkers and
dogs taking part in the 11th Morning After charity
event over five miles for runners and three miles for walkers.
The majority of entrants were from Shropshire. One young
man from Leighton Buzzard visiting his grandparents in
Church Stretton for the New Year celebrations decided to
have a go: 21 year old runner, Ben Corfield, finished in
third place with a time of 33.04. As in the past, the route
contoured the lower slopes of the Longmynd.
Most walkers
were well wrapped
up from the cold,
icy conditions
and many runners
dispelled shorts to
wear leg covering
and several vests
– all except one:
Gary Jones from
Mr Speedo’s in
Shrewsbury wore
only swimming
trunks and a
Christmas hat!!
Why? Well, for
the charity ‘Help
for Heroes’ for
which he raised
£300.
Recent
freezing weather
Gary Jones braves the cold to raise made some of the
paths, tracks and
£300 for “Help the Heroes”!
open countryside
a little icy and in a few places the packed snow became very
slippery. All participants returned safely, for soup and trophy
presentation at the Church Stretton Social Club. The worse
mishaps were grazes and damaged pride as a few runners
slipped on the steep hills.
The fastest runner, a newcomer to the event, was Welsh
International Richard Roberts from the Eryr Club in a time
of 30.38: the first lady, last years winner, was Alison Lavender
from Oswestry in 37.17: the first veteran woman again this
year was Val Swingler (Shropshire Shufflers) in 38.22 and the
first veteran man was Ed Davies (Mercia) who ran with his
dog Hari in 35.51. Colin Lancaster (Telford AC), 36.29 from
Church Stretton, was the first local man to finish. The first
junior boy was Freddie Fielding (Telford AC) 41.01 and the
first girl was Emma Clarke from Felhampton in 44.44. The
first man walker was Kenny Williams from Church Stretton
and the first lady walker was Susan Ottley. The family trophy
went to the Cole family from Church Stretton.
The organisers wish to thank local sponsors and trade
support, in particular Princes Stretton Hills Water for the
refreshing water at the end of the event, all the marshals
around the course, Val Jones for making and serving the
soup, and the hardy walkers and runners for their regular
support which raised a total of over £1,100 which will be
divided between the County Air Ambulance, the Gateway
Club (Mencap), Lingen Davies Appeal, the Longmynd
Cub Scouts and the Church Stretton Football Club. The
fun event has now become firmly established as one of the
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The Cole family - “first family” home
regulars in the fun running/walking calendar so we look
forward to repeating the event again next year on Saturday
1st January 2011 – so put the date in your diary and begin
training now!
John Corfield

Short Walks in February
Short Walks in February
amblers have four short walks in February - all on
Sundays. When there are adverse weather conditions please
telephone the leader of the walk to hear of any changes.
Visitors are very welcome. Bring a snack, walking boots
and waterproof clothing. Sorry we have no dogs on our
walks. For information about long walks of which we have
four please ring 01547 530179.
7th February, 10.30am. Claire Cox (01694 722754)
leads from Church Stretton railway station A49 side a 5.5m
(Exp. 217 GR 456 936) Easy pace through fields to All
Stretton with Plush Hill for views.
14th February, 10.30am. John and Jayne Grant (01584
873094) walk from The Ludlow Food Centre at Bromfield
8m. (Exp. 203 GR 484 770) A walk around 3 rivers. Leisurely
grade. Optional tea and cake at The Ludlow Food Centre.
21st February, 10.30am. Frances and Frank Hay (01694
724723) ramble from Wilderhope Hope Manor Car Park
7+m.(Exp. 217 GR545 928) Through Hope Dale - mainly
level with some gentle climbs.
28th February, 10.30 am. Christine and Gerry
Richardson (01694 722677) lead from Church Stretton
railway station A49 side 6+m (Exp. 217 GR 456 936) along
Nisbet Way to Ashes Hollow.
Shropshire Ramblers

R

Trivia Answers
1. Elizabeth II
2. Giant Panda
3. Tongue Twister
4. Petition
5. Washington
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Arts Festival News

T

he 2009 Arts Festival was one of the most successful
in its 44-year history, but we think we have
managed to provide a programme for 2010 which
will rival or even exceed the excitement of last summer.
The opening and closing events at Concord College
always set the tone, and we begin with a tribute to
the composer Frédéric Chopin, who was born two
hundred years ago. The Festival has not often dedicated
concerts to one composer, but this bicentenary seemed
an opportunity not to be missed, together with the
wonderful acoustics and fine piano in Concord’s Morris
Building, and the availability of Colin Stone, the
renowned pianist who has played twice for us in the
London Mozart Trio.

O

nce again we are gearing up for
SummerFest. As last year, the day event
will be entirely free and based within
the town, with the evening musical event in Rectory Field at £3.
With one or two extras, arrangements for the day will
follow more or less as last year, with children’s activities mainly
in Rectory Field and stalls in Sandford Avenue, High Street
and Churchway, plus entertainment throughout the town.
Supporting our local traders and giving residents and
visitors a happy, fun-filled day are the main objectives,
and we hope all local organisations will join in the spirit of
SummerFest and help us to repeat the success of the first
SummerFest.
Don and Andrew have plans to decorate the town
with themed banners, Eric is booking musicians and street
entertainers and is also on the lookout for anything which
runs on wheels, and John is booking bands for the evening.
Whilst Richard is seeking sponsorship, another John is
anxiously counting the pennies.
Martin will launch SummerFest’s own website and
the SummerFest also has a presence (courtesy of the Town
Council) on www.churchstretton.co.uk/local information.
Peter is again producing a tome for Health and Safety
and Bob and another Peter are in charge of producing/
erecting the many easy ways to follow directional signs.
If anyone is interested in getting involved with this
happy team with a stall, as a volunteer, either before or
during the day, do get in touch
Eileen Roberts
01694 720086
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Two weeks later we host a return of Red Priest, who
last performed here in 2006; they will be giving us their
new presentation ‘Johann, I’m Only Dancing’, which
features music by Johann Sebastian Bach ‘arranged,
transcribed and contorted’ by this versatile quartet.
We expect especially the opening and closing nights to
be quickly sold out, so book your tickets as soon as you can!
Last year, in a new departure, the Festival gave a
recital to the winner of the Haverhill Soloist Competition,
which attracts competitors from all over the world; we
were stunned by the virtuoso violin playing of Jaroslaw
Nadrzycki and had no hesitation in offering a recital to
one of the winners this year. We are delighted to have
Gábor Galavics, one of Hungary’s up-and-coming stars
in a clarinet recital. Our supporters will remember Emma
Johnson’s wonderful opening evening in 2009, and that
will have whetted appetites for more clarinet concerts.
Chamber music has not been forgotten: The
Chamber Players, a London-based group, is giving us
an evening of String Quintets; we have had many string
quartet concerts, but very few quintets (partly because five
players are more expensive than four), but the repertoire
is fantastic, and we are going to hear some of the finest
music of Mozart, Mendelssohn and Frank Bridge. The
Aurora Ensemble are playing wind quintets (flute, oboe,
clarinet, horn and bassoon), and here again the repertoire
is exciting and well worth hearing. The Aurora is based on
members of the Opera East Orchestra, who accompanied
‘The Marriage of Figaro’ for our closing night in 2008.
On a lighter note, we have the Zephiris Saxophone
Quartet in the refurbished St Laurence’s Parish Church.
This young group will play a variety of music on
saxophones of different sizes. If you have never heard a
professional saxophone quartet, take the opportunity to
come along and hear them.

And we
have a tribute
act – this time to
Elvis, presented
by Steve Caprice.
Our tribute
evenings are
always popular, so
join the throng of
those who enjoy
these trips down
memory lane.
All these are evening events, but we also have a teatime
concert at the Methodist Church, this year presented by
three outstanding local musicians: Emma Lindsay (flute),
John Bowen (tenor) and Susie Allan (piano); they will
present an hour’s music followed by the usual lavish tea. And
there will be six Coffee Concerts in St Laurence’s Church,
with refreshments provided as usual by Berry’s Coffee House
and three Organ Recitals which will be given this year at All
Saints’, Little Stretton, and St James’, Cardington.
Details of all Festival events, including the Art and
Crafts Exhibition and the non-musical presentations, can
be found on the festival website www.strettonfestival.org.uk
and on the printed publicity, which will be available from
the beginning of March.
Remember: Festival events are increasingly sold out,
so book your tickets early!
Richard Walker
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Focus on Faith

Women’s World Day of Prayer

ou’ve missed it! Or at least you have if you haven’t
returned your form for the Churches Together Lent study
groups. The title for this year’s series is ‘When I survey
Christ’s cross and ours’. Groups of about ten meet once a week
during Lent to discuss the issues raised in the booklet selected
for the course. The common factor is that they happen to be
free for that particular session so, with luck, there is a cross
section in each group from the various churches in the area.
It can seem quite daunting talking about things which
are very personal and important to you, with a group of
people you don’t know particularly and who may think very
differently from you. The groups are a mixture of clergy and
laity, some theologically well-read and some not, those good
at expressing their thoughts and those not. It would be easy
to think you had nothing to contribute.
I remember, many years ago, giving a Friend, Anne, a
lift to the first meeting of a study group and she was very
worried. It was a Quaker group and Anne comes from a long
line of Quakers; she is related to many of the famous Quaker
names you will know, Rowntree, Cadbury, Fry for example.
“They’ll expect me to know lots, and I don’t.” she explained.
In fact the group did value her contribution, wisdom and
honesty about her doubts and her not knowing. But she did
have a point. If we had treated her as the person who knew
the answers the group would not have worked well. We
wouldn’t have learned as much as we did and she would not
have been able to explore and learn with us.
So if you have returned your form, thank you. You will,
I am sure learn from the experience and contribute to the
learning of others in your group. If you haven’t, act fast and if
there is a group with space, then you might possibly be able to
join us. That would mean we had the chance to learn from you,
however unsure you are about your valid contribution. Ruth
and Ward Davies (tel. 724304), who sort out the groups, say
that the door is not quite closed, although the deadline is passed
and they might be able to slot you into one of the groups.

et Everything that has Breath Praise God.
A service prepared by the Christian women of
Cameroon
Friday 5th March 2010
Church Stretton Methodist Church
Watling Street South
At 10.30am
Speaker Reverend Dr Neil Richardson
Ex-President of the Methodist Conference
All Welcome – Men, Women and Young People
On Friday 5th March over three million people worldwide will be praying and worshipping together during an
annual day of prayer, using a service prepared by Christian
women in Cameroon.
Emma Wilcock, president of the National Committee of
the Women’s World Day of Prayer Movement said:
“This is always an exciting day and a great wave of prayer
sweeps the world, beginning when the first service is held
in the Queen Salote Girls’ School in Tonga and continuing
round the world until the final service takes place some 35
hours later in neighbouring Western Samoa. By then the
day will have been celebrated in over 170 countries and over
5000 services will have been held in England, Wales and
Northern Ireland.”
The Republic of Cameroon is said to be ‘Africa in
miniature’. It is a country of great cultural diversity
with more than 240 ethnic groups and languages. The
constitution promotes equality between men and women but
traditional rights and attitudes discriminate against women
in many areas of life. However giant steps have been taken
towards assuring women’s rights and women are involved in
the struggle for peace, justice and integrity.
Cameroon faces many challenges as its people seek
to move forward into a modern age without losing
their distinctive characteristics. But at all times, in all
circumstances, Cameroonians are able to praise God with joy
and exuberance and the service reflects this.
Although organised and led by women, this is essentially
a day of prayer for everybody as we demonstrate our
solidarity with our sisters and brothers in other countries and
all are welcome to attend.

Y

Recycling Grants Available
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E

ver thought of recycling? Would you
like to do more? Shropshire Community
Recycling Network has grants available
to community organisations which could help
you. Nine exciting new projects are already being delivered
across Shropshire. A group in Oswestry is making new fashions
out of discarded clothes as a part of its project. Gardeners in
Shrewsbury now each have a bin which they can use to make
their own compost for future use on their allotments. Schools
across Shropshire are learning about recycling food waste and
using wormeries to create vital nutrients for their school gardens
and vegetable plots. Young carers from across Shropshire are
making musical instruments, jewellery and all sorts of creative
things out of rubbish. Church Stretton now benefits from
fewer plastic bags as a result of a project introduced last year
to encourage residents away from plastic. “We have seen some
really interesting and innovative ideas emerging from this grant
scheme” commented Rosemary Collie, the co-ordinator for the
network and grant scheme. “There is still some money left and
it would be great if even more community groups could benefit
from it and increase the amount of recycling in the county”.
For further information visit the website www.scrl.org.uk
or contact Rosemary Collie at South Shropshire Furniture
Scheme on 01584 877751
or rosemary@furniturescheme.co.uk
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£100 241
£20 281

£50 344
£10 36
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National Trust events for 2010

T

Winter and Spring Courses at
Church Stretton School
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Monday 15th – Friday 19th February
Lots of things to make and do for ages 3+ including hair
braiding, fruit cocktails and a tots’ dance party. The half
term film is ‘Where the Wild Things Are’ (PG), on every
afternoon from Saturday 13th to Tuesday 16th February.
Full details on our website or ask Box Office for a leaflet.

Ice Rink
Wednesday 17th, Thursday 18th and Friday 19th February
A half term special - for three days the Auditorium is
turning into an Ice Rink! It will be an eco-friendly rink made
of state-of-the-art synthetic ice. The whole family can join
in and there are boots to hire from child’s size 8 to adult size
12. There’ll be music and video projections, and loads of
fun. These sessions are very popular, please book in advance.
£5 per hour. www.iceskatinguk.co.uk

Rink Opening Times
Wednesday 17th February
2 - 3pm		
7 yrs or under
3 - 4pm		
8 - 11
4 - 5pm		
11 - 15
5 - 6pm		
12+
6 - 7pm		
16+
Thursday 18th February
2 - 3pm		
7 yrs or under
3 - 4pm		
8 - 11
4 - 5pm		
11 - 15
5 - 6pm		
12+
6 - 7pm		
16+
Friday 19th February
10 - 11am		
7 yrs or under
11 - 12 noon
8 - 11
12 noon - 1pm
11 - 15
1 - 2pm		
12+
2 - 3pm		
12+

Films:

Monday 1st & Tuesday 2nd, 7.30pm
Tulpan (12A)
Tuesday 2nd, 2pm & 8pm
Screen 2
Vanishing of the Bees (U)
Wednesday 3rd & Thursday 4th, 7.30pm
Cracks (15)
Monday 8th, Tuesday 9th & Wednesday 10th, 7.30pm
Me and Orson Welles (12A)
Thursday 11th, 2pm & 7.30pm
Citizen Kane (U)
Sat 13th & Sun 14th Feb, 2pm
Mon 15th & Tues 16thFeb, 3.30pm
Where the Wild Things Are (PG)
Saturday 13th to Tuesday 16th, Friday 19th &
Sunday 21st, 7.30pm
Nine (cert tbc)
Sunday 28th, 7.30pm
The White Ribbon (15)
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T

hree courses for winter and spring are being organised
at Church Stretton secondary school by Shrewsbury
College, with the subjects being an introduction to
computing, kitchen gardens and learning the flute.
The 10-week introduction to computing began on 13th
January and another begins on 21st April. Kitchen Gardens
begins on 3rd March and 9th June running for four weeks,
while learning the flute runs for 10 weeks from 13th
January and 21st April.
The minimum age for joining any of these courses is
19. To enrol, or for further information, contact the Call
Centre at Shrewsbury College on 01743 342333 or email
prospects@shrewsbury.ac.uk

Half Term Fun – Let’s Party!

FEBRUARY 2010

he National Trust in Carding Mill Valley
has organised a full calendar of events for
2010, so get your diaries out now! We
have experts to tell you about geology, birds, bees,
butterflies, dragonflies - even the stars in our
skies! At various times during the year we have activities for
children (but also open to unaccompanied adults!). There
will be duck races, steam engine displays and dancing to
entertain you. After all this activity, come into Carding
Mill Valley and just relax – have a picnic or treat yourself to
refreshments from the National Trust Tea Rooms.
Each month, we shall list forthcoming events in Focus
– some will need pre-booking, others just turn up on
the day. For a full list of events for the year go to www.
cardingmillvalley.org.uk or look at the Church Stretton Area
web site at www.churchstretton.co.uk.
To whet your appetite look at these three courses:
Bird Watching Course for beginners‘ starts on Tuesday
13th April, 7.30pm – 9.30pm. This is the first of 12 sessions
(six evening classroom sessions, each followed by a field trip)
between April and November for beginners and people who
want to increase their knowledge of birds and their ability to
find and recognise them in the field.
Intermediate Bird Watching Course starts on Tuesday 30th
March, 7.30pm – 9.30pm. This is the first of 12 sessions
(six evening classroom sessions, each followed by a field
trip) between March and November for those who have
already done some bird watching and want to improve their
knowledge and their ability to find and recognise birds in the
field.
These two courses are organised by The National
Trust, together with the Church Stretton branch of the
Shropshire Ornithological Society (SOS), and supported by
the Biodiversity Training Project. Each evening session is
followed by a field trip on a Sunday morning for about 2½
hours – apart from two full day trips later on in the courses.
The cost for each course is £60 and booking is essential –
phone 01694 722631.
An introduction to the Wildflowers of the Shropshire Hills
starts on Wednesday 28th April, 10.00am – 2.00pm. This is
the first of 5 sessions (including 3 field trips) between April
and August to learn about wild flowers in different habitats.
The field trips are on the Long Mynd and Wenlock Edge and
are led by National Trust wardens. The cost for the course is
£25 and booking is essential – phone 01694 722631.
For full details of these courses go to
www.cardingmillvalley.org.uk or phone 01694 722631.
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The Masses discover the Resort of Stretton

P

rior to the railway era, workers in towns were limited
in their Sunday travel to visiting nearby gardens or
the open country on the fringes of built-up areas.
They would have reached these places by fly-boats on
the canal, in carrier wagons or on foot. Before 1850, the
Strettons were too far for most day-trippers to reach.
Brassey’s new railway to Church Stretton in the mid 19th
century and later, the development of the pneumatic bicycle
tyre by Dunlop, would allow access to explore new worlds.
Church Stretton could be easily reached on day trips from
Shrewsbury, Oakengates, Wolverhampton and Dudley,
and also from northern cities. (However, rail travel would
remain expensive for most workers’ leisure travel. The cheap
Parliamentary fare was usually only available at the most
inconvenient of times.)
The Excursion
In the 1880s, the railway companies began to provide
cheap, special excursion trains to the Stretton resort. The
fresh air, fresh water, scenic views and exercise (all of which
were free) were the chief attractions of the developing
resort. In summer months, whinberries could be picked,
sold to a local higgler (middle-man) or taken home.
Stretton provided a cheap, wholesome picnic day-out.
(This continues today: National Picnic Week NT late June,
2010). Day-trippers often carried a can and purchased hot
water from local residents for making tea. Increasingly,
the town was patronized by mass excursions. For those
who could afford extras while in Church Stretton, there
were new tea rooms to visit, fresh game (rabbits, pigeons,
pheasants, blackgame and red grouse) to purchase in season,
small souvenirs to take home, photograph portraits to be
obtained and postcards to send. (Often these postcards
would be delivered home before the tripper returned that
evening. The collection craze for postcards at this time is
the reason why there is now so many old postcards of the
Strettons available.)

Holmes Pavilion tearooms
Visitor numbers
Mr Stan Pearce, who with his father Gordon Pearce
used to operate the Carding Mill Tea Rooms (pictured
in last August Focus), recalls taking an order to provide
breakfast at The Mill for a party of 750. The party were
attending a conference at Brockhurst Seminary. This party
would have been in addition to normal trade. One must
marvel at the organization required to accommodate this
size of party, particularly as Pearce’s tearoom could (only)
seat 250: not to mention, cooking on the limited range
available. On this occasion, Harrold Holmes at The Chalet
Pavilion was prevailed upon to assist where, as shown in the
postcard view, he too could seat 250. (One must wonder
why anyone would have bought this card. Hhmm.., I seem
to have done so!)
But earlier parties can top Stan Pearce’s boast: I read
in 1914 of the Works’ Outing of the Liverpool-based
Bibby Shipping Line which arrived in Stretton aboard five
special trains with their party of 3000. The group partook
of breakfast (not specified where) before moving out onto
the hills. Imagine the scene: It would take 60 coaches to
move this party today. CMV currently provides parking for
6 coaches. I can only presume that whoever provided for
continued on page 34
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Its bottled Stretton Waters and Ginger Beers from the two
bottling plants in town were sold widely. In addition, the
writings of Sarah Smith (pen-name Hesba Stretton) would
have been familiar to every God-loving child in the Empire.
Miss Stretton’s books were the mainstay of school and
church prize-givings and proud recipients of these awards
would walk the hills carrying their prizes with them - on
the off-chance of an encounter.
With the introduction of shop half-day closing and
later, works’ holidays, visitor numbers would increase. Bank
Holidays were particularly busy times in The Strettons. At
the railway station (before the Great War, this was located
on the north side of the railway bridge), the stationmaster
and his staff would prove efficient in handling these hordes
and ensure their safe departure at the day’s end. There were
always stragglers returning late from the hills who had
missed their train and would have to be put on the late
mail train to Shrewsbury. One of the great spectacles which
attracted crowds to the station, was to see a cavalry group
(yeomanry) entraining for their return home from camp
in Stretton. There was guaranteed mishap and refusal from
horses and general mayhem to be witnessed.

FEBRUARY 2010

Stretton Edwardian station
In an earlier article, I mentioned how elements of
the militia had discovered the town. The various county
volunteers who had enjoyed their camps would return with
their families to further explore the locality. Sunday Schools
and their Church Choirs, Youth Groups, Friendly Societies
and the managers and owners of Works were all introducing
a new clientele to the Strettons. These visits would set
in train a generational revisit, which for some families,
continues today. It is in Manchester, Liverpool, Wakefield
and other towns where photographs of these early visits will
be found. In late Victorian times, the name of Stretton was
widely known; not only in Britain but across the Empire.
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The Masses discover the Resort of Stretton - continued
the party must have considered it, a not unusual challenge;
‘ .. made breakfast for 3000, then washed-up ...!’ It is
difficult to understand how resorts coped with this kind of
footfall, particularly with few public conveniences or other
facilities. One favourable letter published in May 1903
in the Birmingham Post about the charms of Cleobury
Mortimer in South Shropshire, caused their village to be
invaded the following weekend by hundreds of trippers
aboard rail specials, so much so that ‘that there was not
room for them’.
The usual routine for day-visitors to Church Stretton,
a resort town increasingly used to excursionists was for the
party to make their way from the station to the town crossroads at which, from 1887 onwards until 1905, stood the
town’s Golden Jubilee fountain. Here a fresh water drink
could be had. Later, this fountain was moved to the foot
of The Burway. Large parties would split here and head
for the hills, the route to CMV being via Longhills and
onwards to Light Spout and The Pole on the Long Mynd
(This pole, which the four-in-hand coach in January’s
article would almost certainly have been visiting, would
be cut down in 1934: but that is another story.) Other
parties would head for Caradoc in search of the cave of
Caractacus.
Changing modes of transport
After the Great War, the charabanc-outing would begin
to replace the rail excursion and a decade later, if the weather
looked promising, the motorcar would encourage many
more spontaneous journeys to be made from neighbouring
towns. Unlike the earlier foot-visitors, these motorised
visitors would show less incentive to venture far from their
vehicles. On occasion, Stretton town would heave with
motorcars particularly, Carding Mill Valley, attracting
criticism from local residents who described scenes of
“trippers with their beer-kegs making the place look like a
fairground”. Among the later critics of this mass-tourism was
the writer, Malcolm Saville.

CMV Sunday School
The present day delivers a more sober clientele to the
Strettons. This is very different from the atmosphere which
formerly prevailed on May Fair Days or the Triennial Sports
Day and Parades of the local Forresters and Oddfellow
Friendly Society lodges. Having said this, it only takes the
sun to shine on August Bank Holiday for Carding Mill
Valley to again resemble the near-nightmare witnessed by
Malcolm Saville. On such days, it may be necessary for the
National Trust to refuse further admissions into the valley
and for Strettonians to retire to their gardens. This is the
down-side of wishing to achieve resort status (and increased
footfalls).
Footnote:
In January Focus, I asked if you could connect the picture of
the roadman on The Burway declivity with Percy Tarbuck.
Both appeared in the Hollywood film of Mary Webb’s ‘Gone
to Earth’ filmed in the area in 1949. Percy Tarbuck makes
an apperance as a stand-in for the main male lead when
sequences had to be re-shot. Jennifer Jones playing the heroine
Hazel Woodus, recently died on December 17th aged 90.
Alan Brisbourne
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Are you retired? Or semi-retired?

O

ne in four of the population
is in the third age! The first
age refers to childhood
and dependence, the second age to
full-time employment and parental
responsibilities and the third age is that
which follows where one is retired or
partially retired. The U3A believes that
the third age should be one of creativity,
fulfilment and friendship.
By joining a U3A you will become
a member of a growing, dynamic,
outward-looking organisation which
has a positive and creative approach
to life after full-time work. There
are currently over 700 U3As in the
UK with around 230,000 individual
members.
The U3As are democratic,
self-funded and self-managed
organisations which exist to provide
educational and leisure activities for
men and women no longer in full
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time employment, at minimal cost.
They draw upon the knowledge,
experience, skills and enthusiasms of
their members to organise interest
groups in accordance with the wishes
of the membership. U3As offer a
vast range of subjects in such diverse
fields as: art, foreign languages, music,
history, gardening, crafts, archaeology,
astronomy and computing. They
also offer activities such as walking
groups, lunch clubs, bridge groups,
Scrabble, singing for pleasure and line
dancing. You can see the possibilities
are endless!
Anyone in the third age can join
U3A. No qualifications are required
and none are given. The Third Age
Trust is the national representative
body for the U3A movement in the UK
(Reg. Charity No 288007) providing
a wide range of support services to the
U3As.

U3A membership offers new
challenges, new opportunities and new
friends.
The third age is a time of creativity
and fulfilment.
Would you be interested in helping
to start or become involved in a U3A
group in Church Stretton?
If so, please contact Barbara
Thurston (telephone: 01694 722922)
or email: barbara.thurston@onetel.com
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Stretton Cancer
Care News

I

T

he Strettons will be awash with
the mysteries of the Orient
during the second Pycoob
Dance Festival on the 24th –25th April
2010, giving dancers and novices alike
a chance to try something new and
exotic.
The brainchild of Iranian dancer
and teacher Medea Madahvi, the
festival will be a unique opportunity
to learn many styles of dance,
including, Iranian, Egyptian, Lebanese,
Morroccan, modern Tribal Style and
dances from the Silk Road. How could
anyone resist the chance to have fun
learning from the friendly group of
professional teachers that the Pycoob
Dance Festival has drawn together,
plus the evening showcase will be
an unparalleled chance to see them
perform!
To find out more about this fantastic
festival contact the local organiser,
Jude McGillivray and the Pycoob team
at pycoob@yahoo.co.uk or go to
www.judeetee.com for more details

Inner Wheel
Charity Concert

T

he Inner Wheel Club of
Church Stretton is holding
a Charity Concert in the
School on Saturday 27th February
at 7.30pm. The concert will be
given by the much loved Shrewsbury
based choir ‘Jigsaw’. The Choir has a
wide range of music in its repertoire
including popular, shows, sacred and
folk, which is delivered in a light
hearted manner.
Proceeds from the Concert will
be given to the Choir’s charity ‘The
Ark’ in Shrewsbury and Inner Wheel
Charities including Hope House and
the Air Ambulance.
Tickets at £7.00 each, will be
available from John Thomas and any
Inner Wheel Member.
Margaret Stokes
01694 724094

StRETTON FOCUS
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Living with Questions
f you have young children,
that’s how you live - with
questions, lots of them! To
most of those questions there is a
satisfactory answer. But adults have
to live with questions of their own,
to which there are no answers.
These are
called ‘ultimate
questions’
because they are
concerned with
what is beyond
our reach.
Usually they are
about the beginning and the end
of things. ‘What was there before
the world began?’ and ‘What will
there be after the end?’ To those
questions there is no answer,
because the Ultimate (whatever it
is) is not available to us.
This is where religion comes
in. A good religion will help us
come to terms with this situation,
and learn how to live with the
questions.
All religions contain stories
about the beginning and the
end. These are called ‘myths’.
Their purpose is not to give us
information, but to give us some
wise guidance on how to live ‘in
between’ the beginning and the
end.
Religions, at their best, know
that this is the rightful purpose of
myth. But religions are not always
at their best and when they start
understanding these myths in a
literal way, that brings out the
worst. Then, each religion claims
exclusive rights to a knowledge
of the Ultimate (or God) which
they can’t possibly have. On the
basis of these exclusive claims, they
usually end up condemning those
who think otherwise to the flames
of hell, or some other form of
extinction.
The world will be a far better
place when we all agree to ‘live
with questions’ in the faith, hope
and trust that the Ultimate Reality
will not be less than the best that
we have experienced here on
earth, as we live in between the
beginning and the end.
Donald Horsfield
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Pycoob Dance
Festival
24th-25th April
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Forthcoming Events
8th February: An introductory talk by
physiotherapist Marian Murdoch on PNI,
a pathway to link Western medicine with
Eastern and complementary medicine.
This should be a fascinating insight,
offering a holistic view which crosses many
cultural boundaries. 2.30pm at Mayfair
Donation
We acknowledge with gratitude a
donation of £150 from Church Stretton
Consolidated Charities to Stretton and
Shropshire Cancer Care this Christmas, to
be used for the benefit of those in need.
Christmas Bazaar
The Christmas Bazaar was a great success
raising £641.25 for our funds – a record!
Our thanks go to all those who helped on
the day. We received many raffle prizes and
would like to record our thanks to those
who kindly donated them, including the
Mid-Counties Co-op, Star News Shops,
Hillside Pharmacy, Shampers, Joan Morris,
Percy Tarbuck, Gill and Patrick Anderson.
Thanks also to all who supported the event
and who made donations.
NHS reviews progress on cancer reform
strategy
In 2007 Professor Mike Richards
published the Cancer Reform Strategy
updating the Government’s Cancer Plan
first published in 2000 and in December
2009 the Government published its review
of progress. At the same time the Cancer
Campaigning Group, a collaboration of 50
cancer charities, published its own review.
There was general agreement that progress
was good.
The big headline is that cancer
mortality continues to fall. More than
half of all patients diagnosed now survive
five years or more. On radiotherapy and
chemotherapy, good progress is being
made in improving the quality, safety and
capacity of services. However the Cancer
Campaigning Group expressed worries
about the rate at which radiographers are
being trained and wants to see more public
emphasis on the role of radiotherapy as a
curative treatment for many cancers.
There were concerns about the
slowness of investment in digital
mammography equipment and also fears
that Clinical Nurse Specialists (CNS)
might fall victim to the cost cuts which
now seem inevitable given the country’s
financial situation.
For further information please contact:
Robin Jukes-Hughes 01743 718773 or
Roger Wilson 01584 878829

URC Voice
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Rotary Thanks for Life Week

T

he role taken by Rotary Clubs in the fight against
Polio is little known. Since 1985, when the decision
to become involved was taken, $800 million has been
raised by Clubs around the world to fund immunisation
programmes. As a result, the number of cases of the
crippling disease has fallen from over 1,000 cases a day,
across 125 countries, then, to 1,247 cases, in the whole of
last year, in just four countries – India, Pakistan, Afghanistan
and Nigeria. By matching recent additional funding from
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation the eradication of
Polio is now in sight.
Thanks for Life Week, which will take place between
19th-27th February, sees Rotary Clubs intensifying their
efforts to raise funds to increase the scope of vaccination
programmes. As its contribution Church Stretton Rotary
Club will be organising the following events:
Friday 19th February – A Quiz Night will take place in the
Silvester Horne Institute, starting at 7.30pm with all money
raised going to support Thanks for Life. Tickets priced at £3
per person will be on sale at Burway Books and John Thomas,
so form a team, bring your own refreshments and drink and
be prepared to have an enjoyable evening as you pit your wits
against other teams from the Church Stretton area.
Wednesday 24th February – The regular Wednesday night
Club meeting will be open to anyone interested in finding
out what goes on at a Rotary Club. The venue is the
Longmynd Hotel, starting at 7.00pm for 7.30pm dinner

and the cost £13.50. The guest
speaker will be Gerry Hendry, the
Governor of Shrewsbury Prison,
who will be speaking on prison
reform. Call Roger Stokes on 724094 to book a place.
Guests are assured of a warm welcome.
Friday and Saturday 26th and 27th February – Tickets for
the annual Holiday Draw will be on sale at the Co-op in
Church Stretton.
With the permission of local Head Teachers, Rotary Club
members also hope to give a presentation to pupils on the
work being undertaken to vaccinate children in affected
countries. These are called Purple Events as children in the
affected areas dip their little fingers in purple ink as proof of
immunisation.
There will also be a display window devoted to the work
of the Rotary Club in the window of PCB solicitors in the
High Street.
Many people will recall the dreadful affects of Polio in the
UK in the 1940s and 50s and how the disease eventually
became a distant memory thanks to vaccination. A donation
of just £1 can prevent two children somewhere in the world
developing Polio. By supporting Thanks for Life week the
aim of eradicating Polio once and for all can be realised.
Roger Stokes
President, Rotary Club of Church Stretton
www.rotaryclubofchurchstretton.co.uk

Book of the Month

Grilled Apple Stack

‘Dissolution’ by C J Sansom
he first in an extremely popular series of historical
detective novels, set during the period of Henry the
Eighth, Thomas Cromwell, and the dissolution of the
monasteries.
Events at the monastery of Scarnsea in Sussex have
spiralled out of control. Cromwell’s Commissioner, Robin
Singleton, has been found dead, his head severed from his
body. His murder is accompanied by equally sinister acts of
sacrilege: a black cockerel
sacrificed on the altar,
and the disappearance
of Scarnsea’s Great Relic.
Lawyer Dr Matthew
Shardlake has been sent
by Cromwell into this
atmosphere of treachery
and death. But Shardlake’s
investigation soon forces
him to question everything
he hears, and everything
that he believes.
Great characterisation
and plot, coupled with
Sansom’s thorough
knowledge of the
period, make this book a
compelling read. And if you enjoy it there are currently three
further Matthew Shardlake mysteries, with a fourth due out
later this year …
Hilary Jones

am not much of a pudding person and
prefer something savoury ,but this is a
very easy and tasty pudding, and takes
no time to prepare.
Ingredients:
4 large dessert apples, cored and peeled
1oz butter
14oz jar lime marmalade
4 scoops vanilla ice cream
Method:
Cut the apples into thin slices across the core, and put on a
lightly greased grill tray. Top each slice with a small piece of
butter and ½ teaspoon lime marmalade. Cook under a hot
grill until the butter is melted and the apple is golden brown.
Serve four or five slices stacked on top of each other, with a
scoop of vanilla ice cream alongside.
There will be plenty of marmalade left for your breakfast
toast!
Her Ladyship’

T

I

would like to set up a small, informal group of recorder
players in the Church Stretton area. Hopefully the
group would meet on a regular basis to explore
and enjoy the recorder repertoire. Adults only, and an
intermediate ability would be required.
For further information please phone
Frances Williams 01743 790769 or email:
musicatleasowes@googlemail.com
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Church Stretton Area Tourism Group News
Launch of the new ‘In and Around Church Stretton’
Brochure Thursday Feb 18th
hurch Stretton Area Tourism Group announces the
launch of its new ‘In and Around Church Stretton’
Brochure for 2010. This replaces the 2009 ‘Where to
Stay, Eat, Drink and Shop’ booklet. The Launch takes place
on February 18th at the Long Mynd Hotel at both 4pm
and 6pm – to accommodate as many residents and traders
as possible. You will be able to pick up brochure copies (as
many as you need for your business) at the launch.
Annual General Meeting
For those interested, CSATG will also be holding its AGM
at 7pm, immediately after the second launch programme.
Members and non members are welcome.
Presentation to Berry’s

C

Throughout 2009, courtesy
of Berry’s Coffee House, the
Church Stretton Area Tourism
Group’s ‘Pride of Place’
sweepers have been provided
with breakfast after their
monthly Sunday morning
sweeps and litter picks. We
are always very grateful for
their welcome – especially on
a freezing cold, wet winter’s
morning. In order to show our
appreciation of their continued
support, members of the ‘Pride of Place’ volunteers gathered
in Berry’s on 14th December for morning coffee as Alan
Garner, the CSATG Chairman, presented John and Lynwen
Gott with a painting of their establishment as a token of
thanks. It was painted by Joan Watts, one of the ‘Pride of
Place’ station gardeners, and had been spotted for sale at the
annual Arts Festival’s exhibition at Church Stretton School.
If anyone would like to join the sweepers or gardeners, please
contact Trevor Halsey on 01694-723270. CSATG

Anglican Voice
Enjoying God
“The chief end of man is to know God and
enjoy Him for ever,” says one creed. The idea
of enjoying God may be unfamiliar to some, but did not
Jesus liken heaven to a party? And joy is surely what Mary
was experiencing when she recorded, “My soul glorifies the
Lord and my spirit rejoices in God my Saviour.”
But that is the catch, because Jesus told a story of two
men who went to church to pray. One man was full of
Church Stretton
himself - he was finding his own way to God. The other
Venue: Church Stretton School, starting at 7.30pm (doors
man, whom he despised, simply said, “God have mercy on
open at 7.00pm). Tickets: £3.50 Adults, £1.50 Children.
me, a sinner”. In the original Greek the words actually mean
Refreshments available before and during the film.
“Lord provide for me a sacrifice.” And that is just it. It was
1st February: ‘Creation’ Drama, (Cert PG, 108 mins):
this man, not the one who thought he could get to God
This is the story of Charles Darwin and his master-work
“The Origin of Species”. It tells of a global revolution played by his own good works, his religiosity and his cleverness,
who Jesus declared right with God and able to receive His
out in the confines of a small English village; a passionate
accepting yet transforming love.
marriage torn apart by the most dangerous idea in history;
Of course, Jesus was to go on to provide that sacrifice by
and a theory saved from extinction by the logic of a child.
His death on the Cross, to make a way back to God. When
1st March: ‘Bright Star’ Drama (Cert PG, 119 mins):
someone finds that way, Jesus says heaven holds a party. But the
London 1818: A secret love affair begins between 23-yearparable of the Prodigal Son also shows the older brother who
old English poet, John Keats, and the girl next door, Fanny
trusted in his own goodness not wanting to join in! His security
Brawne, an outspoken student of high fashion. This
was not in his father’s love but his own merits (or so he thought)
unlikely pair begin at odds, he thinking her a stylish minx,
and so he could not enjoy his father’s freely offered love.
while she is unimpressed, not only by his poetry but by
I am sometimes asked why God asks for our worship.
literature in general. However, when Fanny hears that Keats
The answer is that that is the way to enjoy Him! A verse in
is nursing his seriously ill younger brother, her efforts to
help touch Keats, and when she asks him to teach her about Zephaniah (3:17) was a great help to me in a time of great
poetry, he agrees. When Fanny’s alarmed mother and Keats’ stress. “The Lord is mighty to save. He will take great delight
best friend finally awake to their attachment, the relationship in you, He will quiet you with his love, He will rejoice over
you with singing.” As I claimed that and absorbed it into
has an unstoppable momentum.
my being I began to see that by putting myself afresh in the
Hope Bowdler
‘Last Chance Harvey’: A comedy, starring Dustin Hoffman hands of Jesus as my Lord and Saviour, He would actually
rejoice over me! And as I absorbed that I began to rejoice
as a struggling advertising executive from New York who
over Him and, step-by-step, I came through the clouds into
is sent to London for a last chance to save his career. Fate
the full sunlight of His love.
intervenes to lose him his job, but Harvey gains so much
The season of Lent provides a timely reminder of these
more. Wednesday 10th February in Hope Bowdler Village
Hall at 7.30pm Tickets £4 at the door. Refreshments during great truths. An offer to enjoy God for ever!
Richard Hill
the interval.
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Methodist Voice

Methodist Covenant

Life Measured in Feet !!
he Scallop Shell is used
symbolically in many ways.
Apart from being the logo of a multinational
oil company, it can be found in heraldry. The late
Princess Diana had one on her coat of arms and it now
appears on Prince William’s Garter Crest. The Scallop
Shell has for many centuries been considered a sign of
pilgrimage, particularly used by travellers to the shrine
of St James at Santiago de Compestela in north east
Spain. John Wesley the founding father of Methodism
used a small chapel in Winchelsea overlooking
Rye Bay, where scallops are still fished for today, to
prepare for his last open-air service in 1790. Was it a
coincidence that Methodists adopted the Scallop Shell,
which appeared on Wesley’s coat of arms, as their
symbol?
The Middle Ages had a passion for religious relics.
The pilgrims of that time shared a conviction that
certain places and certain objects possessed unusual
spiritual power and that one was a better person for
visiting them. “How so” says the 21st Century mind?
The medieval mind considered that to travel to these
places would link them to an authority superior to
man’s, the surest way they felt to get God to listen was
to go there and ask. The Catholic Church authorities
encouraged these journeys for varied reasons. Still
I wonder what sort of people would set out those
centuries ago, from Shropshire? To cross a continent
ravaged by civil disorder, the odd war or three, robbers
etc. How did they manage day to day? Sleeping…
eating… who helped them when they were ill or
injured? Who did they encounter on the way? Who
did they remember with gratitude at journey’s end?
Despite six centuries of change, in the year 2000 I
set out to try to find some answers, were there echoes
of the tramp of their feet still to be heard ? Within
days of my start point, Le Puy in France, I met people
of all ages from many countries . Some had really
prepared for the near 1000 mile journey, some hadn’t.
Some were shy ( like me !), some outgoing , some
believed in God, some didn’t, some with broken hearts
and some falling in love. I met people who had lost
partners and children.We all walked the same road,
just like life really.
However it slowly began to dawn on me that I
was on two journeys. One was the ‘outward journey’
with the effort of walking, coping with the niggling
aches and pains, the weather, sorting out food and a
bed for the night etc. But there was another ‘inward
journey’ - having the space and time to discover
what is really important in life, so many things that I
thought essential were not at all. Attitudes and rituals
that guided life at home were drowned out by the
generosity and kindness of strangers. This stripping
down of the things I really believed important also
lowered the high fences I had built up between myself
and God.
So why not think about what Geoffrey Chaucer
wrote “When April comes with its sweet showers...
then people long to go on pilgrimages” ….you really
won’t regret it !!
Chris George

am no longer my own but yours: you are mine and I am
yours.’
These words are part of the Methodist Covenant Service
which is held every year in each Methodist church. During it, as
individuals, members renew their covenant with God. Basically
what this means is that, whatever circumstance and condition we
find ourselves in, we commit ourselves to seeking and doing God’s
will for us by relying on His grace. Easier to say than do!
We will have had our Covenant Service in January but at 6pm
on 14th February in the church hall Revd Dr Neil Richardson,
an ex-President of the Methodist Conference, will be sharing
some of his experiences of people he has met from around the
world who have shown a real commitment to their covenant.
ALL ARE WELCOME but be prepared to be inspired and to feel
uncomfortable. I’m sure both will happen.
Ann Cooke

The Strettons Railway Society
Calling up all railway buffs
Since it started in February 2008 the Strettons Railway
Society has been extremely active in promoting interest in
railways in the Strettons and surrounding areas. There has
been a programme of visits to preserved railways and model
railway layouts inside and outside the county, the redundant
signal box by the Town Park has been rescued, thanks to the
generosity of Network Rail and last April a very successful
model railway exhibition was held at the Silvester Horne
Institute. The 2010 Exhibition is scheduled for Saturday 10th
April.
The Society is always looking to add to its numbers.
Anybody with an interest in railways, whether its their
history, helping to preserve part of the Town’s heritage or
modelling them, is very welcome to come and see us during
our regular weekly meetings on Thursday evenings from 7.00
to 10.00pm at the Silvester Horne Institute.
TSRS is also holding a special ‘Drop in Day’ at the SHI
on Saturday, February 13th, 2010 from 10.00am to 3.00pm.
We will have a display on the progress of the Signal Box
project, visitors will also be able see work in progress on the
exhibition ‘00’ gauge model layout depicting Church Stretton
station and sidings fifty years ago, and chat to members over
a cup of tea or coffee.
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All are welcome on that day and we look forward to
meeting you. Further information is available from TSRS
Secretary.
Ian Dormor
01694 723456
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Railway Society members
checking the track
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W

ith reference Alan Brisbourne’s
article in the January 2010
issue of Focus, it includes a
photograph of a roadman en route up the
Burway Road, part of an early scene taken
during the production of the film ‘Gone to
Earth’ by Mary Webb. This film was shot
in the summer and autumn of 1949 and
contained some outstanding features. It was
shot in colour which brought to light, in all
its glory, the full beauty of the Shropshire
scenery. It was also notable for its inclusion
of so many local inhabitants, who were
more than willing to dress up, ‘strut their
stuff ’ and be film stars for a day.
It was also, as it still is today, a political
issue. The film portrays Jack Reddin, the
local squire, who enjoyed the joy of the
chase, and Hazel, a näive country girl, who
loved all creatures great and small, and
who was devoted to her tame pet fox. As
the story unfolds it also shows how she had
a strange desire, which she was unable to
suppress for a man whom she detested. I
have already received a call from a reader
of Focus enquiring if I was the roadman
on the Burway. Sorry to disappoint, but
that shot was taken on a hot summer’s
day in 1949. I was born in the cold winter
of 1920! Many of the stars of the epic
film ‘Gone to Earth’ have now passed on
including the famous Hollywood actress,
Jennifer Jones, who died in December
2009, aged 90. I have fond and happy
memories of the film having taken the
character part of the Rev Edward Marston
(“my Edward,” as quoted by Jennifer in her
rôle of Hazel), Hazel’s husband.
In the final hunting chase came the sad
demise of Hazel, who escaped my desperate
clutches before going to earth down her
dreaded mineshaft.
Percy Edward Tarbuck
(or Edward, if you wish)

Quaker Voice

W

e learned the other day that quite a number of the
Quakers in Stretton have significant birthdays during
the course of this year. I am in the odd position of
being the youngest member of our meeting, by quite a lot, and also the
oldest member of my department at work, by quite a lot. Finding the
appropriate role is not always easy; what is required of us may not always be
great busyness.
Clifford Haigh wrote that:
“If we are getting older it will be harder to acknowledge that we have
not been called to spectacular service, that we are unlikely now to make a
stir in the world, that our former dreams of doing some great healing work
had a great deal of personal ambition in them.
“A great many men and women have had to learn this unpalatable lesson
and then discovers that magnificent opportunities lay all around them. We
need not go to the ends of the earth to find them, we need not be young,
clever, fit, beautiful, talented, trained, eloquent or very wise. We shall find
them among our neighbours as well as among strangers, in our own families
as well as in unfamiliar circles – magnificent opportunities to be kind and
patient and understanding.
“This is a vocation just as truly as some more obviously seen as such –
the vocation of ordinary men and women called to continual unspectacular
acts of loving kindness in the ordinary setting of everyday. They need
no special medical boards before they embark on their service, need no
inoculation against anything but indifference and lethargy and perhaps a
self-indulgent shyness. How simple it sounds; how difficult it often is; how
possible it may become by the grace of God.”
One of us was recalling at a crowded birthday party, a man standing in
the doorway saying, “And I can only make money.” Thought provoking isn’t
it?
Lesley Richards

The Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds

T

he Craven Arms branch of the RSPB has a programme
of talks and walks throughout 2010.
Events are 50p to Local Group Members and £2 to non-members
Coming up:
20th February – Wildlife walk in Mortimer Forest (Forestry Commission)
10.00am Meet in Black Pool car park off B4361
(Grid reference: SO 497 717)
Morning walk
Leader: John Wells 01547 520840
For further information visit our website
www.rspbsouthshropshire.co.uk

Fish and Chip Supper

O

n Saturday 6th March Janet and
Harold Longstaff, well known
local sailors, will join us for fish
and chips and will tell us some of their amusing or serious anecdotes about
sailors and their problems at sea. Their talk will be illustrated by slides. The
supper will be held in the Silvester Horne Institute, 7.15pm for 7.30pm:
please be punctual so that the Longstaffs can start their talk at 7.30pm with
the fish and chip supper afterwards.
Tickets cost £7.50 from Liz Madeley 771744, Brenda Pogson 722912,
Brian and Alison Bradley 722138 or Jill and Richard Turner Jones 724371
Please remember to bring your own drink.

The author in his acting days!
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Occasional Advertisements
Run by the Richardson family from Church Stretton
We offer a reliable and friendly service that includes:
• All Plumbing and Heating tasks (including emergency)
• Bathroom reﬁts a speciality
• Oil Boiler Servicing and Repair
• Painting
• Plastering and Tiling
• Solid Fuel Installation
We liaise with you to arrange guaranteed work
dates whatever the nature of the work.
To organise a free estimate please call Vanessa
on 01743 891530. Alternatively please e-mail
homeﬁxplumbing@yahoo.co.uk

PLUMBING & BATHROOMS

Call PETER FLOYD
07885 585849 mobile
PLUMBING

01694 724779 home

Electrical Contractors
We carry out all Electrical
work, from a new socket or
light to complete rewires.
All work carried out by a qualiﬁed Electrician and
guaranteed for 6 years.
Free quotes.
Free safety inspections.
10% discount for OAPs

Tel: 01588 672093 or mobile 07956 563430

PERIDOT

Are you at a crossroads in your life or business?
Do you want a new career but do not know where to start?
Is family harmony something that would mean peace of
mind to you?
Develop your conﬁdence and self-esteem
Achieve your dreams
Manage your life better
For practical solutions, experienced advice, consultancy
and coaching contact:
BRIDGET CAMERON BEd(Hons), MA, NPQH
Tel: 01694 720 044/0845 362 8238 www.peridotassociates.co.uk

Doreen Hall MA Counselling
I am a Mature and Experienced
Counsellor and Supervisor
Ring 01694 751288
to book an initial meeting

A BEAUTIFUL HOLIDAY VENUE ON YOUR DOORSTEP at
ABERDOVEY
Waterside cottage, mild, south-facing with magnificent views.
All mod cons. 3 bedrooms, Private parking for 3 cars, at village edge
Large Medit. Garden, with much wildlife.
Enquiries - Tel . 01629/735701

Reg’s Ramblings

I

Prayers for Peace

F

or many years Prayers for Peace has been held as a
drop in centre usually on the first Friday of each
month. This has always been in St Laurence’s
Church. During the extensive reordering of that building
the venue will be the Methodist Church on Watling Street
South.
This is therefore a suitable time to express the thanks of all
lovers of peace in the community to the Rector, the Verger
and people of St Laurence’s for their hospitality.
The February event will be on Friday the 5th from 10am
to 2.30pm.
Ruth Davies
on behalf of Churches Together in the Strettons
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described as a professor of robotology that many years ago he
foresaw a time when humans would be controlled by robots.
If one views the prediction in the light of the scenarios
projected by those brilliant novelists, Aldous Huxley and
George Orwell (né Eric Blair) in their novels ‘Brave New
World and ‘Nineteen Eighty-Four’, it surely behoves us to be
wary of our, till now, subservient machines!
Reg Heiron
Footnote: Pre World War 2, Eric Blair used to holiday
regularly with his friend, a Captain Buddicom, at Ticklerton,
and play for the local cricket team known as ‘Birtley’ on his
visits, with the result that I played against the great man on
several occasions!

FEBRUARY 2010

Too Clever for our Own Good - Part 4
mentioned the installation of what was effectively the
first computer in my previous article, but its future
development was strangely muted until the mid 1960s
when it was widely adapted for all manner of purposes.
These ranged from reference and data banks to predictions
of future trends in business and commerce as well as the
communications industry, setting the internet and ‘outlets’
like facebook, e-bay and so forth.
However whilst recognising and welcoming the vast
capabilities which it could offer I felt somewhat wary
about the possibilities of mankind becoming over reliant
on its facilities and usage, to the detriment of the human
mind. Whilst constantly reminding people that the
finest computer was the human brain, I recall advising a
computer operator who was basking in his new found fame
to be sure to wear hobnail boots to work, in order to show
his machine who was boss.
Our brains develop from birth through experience,
education and conferring with others, and are also guided
through our subconscious minds which are the seat of our
instincts. They are potent factor in decision making and
judgement to a degree whereby they help us find and assess
true love and the elements of correct parenting, among
many other things, whilst not being subject to our personal
control.
Whilst computers are deemed to be controlled by
humans, I recall a prediction by a person who could be
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